
My work focuses on both the 
high-level strategy and the 

surface level details.

Hello, I’m Brandon.

Because of that, I have had the good fortune of collaborating with some 
of the world’s most ambitious brands and organisations during my time 

working in agencies, internal teams and my own design consultancy. 

Here’s the story of one of my past projects…
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Building a world class 
digital banking platform

CASE STUDY



SUMMARY

Credit Suisse needed to 
establish itself as a premier 
digital bank in order to keep 
pace with customer 
expectations and get ahead of 
emerging fintech disruption. 
An international effort was 
undertaken in Singapore to 
design and build DPB.

Digital Private Banking, a marquee digital platform for 
Credit Suisse launched in APAC in 2015. My team from 
Huge was tasked with leading the way with a rapid 
product launch strategy and delivering an industry 
leading financial advisory platform for iOS and Android, 
as well as a browser-based experience.



Who were our users? 

Relationship Managers 
and UHNWI Clients



Who were our users? 

Relationship Managers



Who were our users? 

UHNWI Clients



Discovery

RESEARCH

To kick things off, our team did our own research by talking to 
APAC UHNWI through a recruiting agency in Singapore. 
We produced a vision video to show what we had learned.













User Summit

RESEARCH

We convened a series of open sharing sessions about the intended 
user groups. We heard from internal stakeholders, researchers and 
seasoned Relationship Managers.





Interviews

RESEARCH

We filmed the interviews and packaged them as a series of videos 
for internal circulation in order to speed up alignment and gain 
stakeholder buy-in on many levels.





Concepts

DESIGN

During all of this research we were also concepting and developing 
multiple potential solutions.













Personas

RESEARCH

We also created an internal video showing how a DPB client would 
use the app to illustrate key use cases. This video included 
screens from yet another iteration of the pilot iOS app animated to 
appear real. 
View User Story: https://btiny.link/CSUserVideo

https://btiny.link/CSUserVideo


Watch

DESIGN

Around this time the first Apple Watch hit the market. 
I immediately did concepts to suggest suitable use cases for this 
new class of wearables.



Overview



RM Engagement



Risk check with geolocation





Launch

TESTING

After the pilot was released we learned a whole lot more about 
what users and RMs wanted from future releases of the app. 
Positive traction from the pilot unlocked resources to build a more 
extensive next version with scalability in mind. 
View Pilot Video: https://btiny.link/CSPilotVideo

https://btiny.link/CSPilotVideo


























Responsive version

RESEARCH

The pilot was only temporary because it was only scoped for iOS. 
The next version had to be device agnostic. To do that, we needed 
to change CS to become more product minded. Replatforming 
was also opportunity to add new features and sections. We met 
Business Products Leaders to understand their current challenges 
and future needs.



Workshop discovery 
session for EAM 
Dashboard



Card sorting activity 
for Workflows



Analysing and building 
mental models of the 
business requirements



Design Library

DESIGN OPS

We agitated for and won the ability to invest an entire sprint 
towards building a design and pattern library to support the 
building of the responsive web app.













Co-Design Workshops

RESEARCH

We used co-designing as a technique with Credit Suisse 
stakeholders for certain parts of the replatforming effort, which 
was very useful for championing user insights and aligning 
business leaders on more impactful design solutions.



Credit Suisse Invest 

CS was using the “Voice 
of Client” research 
format but those 
sessions were not very 
useful for involving 
users in co-creating 
future products and 
services. 

My proposal was to 
adapt the VoC format to 
include co-design 
activities. 

By this point we had a 
very high-fidelity 
prototype to test which 
allowed participants to 
explore a realistic 
version of the app.











New services and integrations

DESIGN

As the app rolled out in Singapore, other Credit Suisse business 
units wanted to incorporate their services. Each new service had 
to be treated uniquely but also fit into the existing design system.



Credit Suisse Invest 

A global initiative 
enabling Credit Suisse 
clients with smarter 
investment ideas, 
personalised products 
and deeper 
engagement 
opportunities. 

This slide includes 
video content



“CSI is the biggest 
strategic initiative 
for Credit Suisse 
in 2016.” 
~ Sam Hilley, VP of 
Global Investing SG at 
Credit Suisse



Credit Suisse Invest 

• Service inside a 
product 

• Diagnosis and 
balancing 

• Deeper Client/RM 
engagement 

• Model and mandate 
portfolio 

• Brand and identity 
extension 

• Client Co-Design 
workshop 

• Asia pilot with global 
rollout



Credit Suisse Invest 

Investment Ideas 
landing screen and Idea 
detail screen



Credit Suisse Invest 

Investment Ideas 

• Automated 
suggestions 

• Conversational design 
• Deep dive and send 

to RM 
• Simulate applied idea 
• Idea channel 

notifications 
• Idea timeline and 

history 
• Related DPB content



Sketching & Prototyping

ACTIVITIES

New design tools became available during this time and we took 
advantage of the rapid and realistic prototyping capabilities made 
possible by Axure, Sketch and other collaborative platforms.











Usability Testing

TESTING

Getting working prototypes in front of real UHNWI.





Additional Workstreams

DESIGN

The app continued growing and adapting to the needs of the 
business and its customers.



Relationship Manager 
Ecosystem 

• Client Workflows 
• DAC Onboarding 

Workflow



Relationship Manager 
Ecosystem 

• Internal work stream 
• Complete redesign 
• Round-trip workflows 
• Controlled vocabulary 
• Simplified error 

handling 
• Component 

extensions 
• Team transparency



Reimagining DPB for 
multi-client 

EAM and PB Client 
Dashboard 

• Uniting of 15 sections 
• Overnight activity 
• Summary Cards 
• Advanced tables 
• Swipe gestures 
• Customized views 
• Daily Brief concept 

“This will be a 
market leading 
product.” 
~ Patrick Busse, Team 
Head EAM Desk 
Singapore at Credit 
Suisse



Reimagining DPB for 
multi-client 

“The design 
outcome looks very 
promising and we 
can’t wait to see 
the EAM dashboard 
becoming an 
integral part of 
DPB. Many thanks 
to the design team 
for their relentless 
efforts and their 
professionalism.” 
~ Feti Saliji, Project 
Sponsor, EAM COO APAC 
at Credit Suisse



Additional Concepts
“Your designs, sketches, creativity, input, wireframes, and many more 
things were key for success to launch our award-winning DPB.” 
~ Urs Lichtenberger, Global Director at Credit Suisse

DESIGN



Daily Brief 

Multichannel and 
Stand-alone app 

This slide includes 
video content which 
may not be viewable 
when exported to PDF



Daily Brief 

Multichannel and 
Stand-alone app



Workflow 

In-person Client 
Onboarding designed to 
be pre-configured prior 
to the client session



Social Bookmarking 

Browser plugin enabling 
discovery of investment 
ideas based on saved 
reading material



Social Bookmarking 

Bookmarks are saved to 
an Idea Space which 
are accompanied by 
investment ideas. 

Relationship Managers 
can check-in on what 
clients are reading and 
get an idea of what they 
need to prepare for 
their next client session.



Social Bookmarking 

This goes both ways, in 
that the client can also 
inspect items sent by 
their Relationship 
Manager.



AWARDS

https://www.credit-suisse.com/microsites/privatebankingapp/en.html#awards

https://www.credit-suisse.com/microsites/privatebankingapp/en.html#awards


Merci vielmal!

CASE STUDY



ABOUT

Nice to meet you. 
I’m a hands-on 
pixel producer, 
product innovator 
and data-driven 
design leader.

I lead design and research teams 
and together we create, build and 
scale user-centered and data-
driven products and experiences 
for people all over the world. 

To get in touch with me just say 
hello@bschmittling.com



I’m currently leading the User 
Experience team at Taoti 

Creative in Washington, D.C.

Thank you for your time.

As Director of UX Design I'm looking after (and growing) an innovative, lean 
and effective team that delivers value to our clients. Get in touch with me 
to discuss speaking engagements and other professional opportunities. 

My full work history is available on LinkedIn at btiny.link/linkedin 
hello@bschmittling.com 

+1 571 412 7432

http://btiny.link/linkedin
mailto:hello@bschmittling.com



